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Abstract 

Progresses in information collection and storage capabilities amid the previous decades have prompted a data over-burden in many 

sciences. To translate the data covered up in multidimensional information can be considered as trying and entangled assignment. 

High-dimensional datasets present numerous numerical difficulties and in addition some opportunities, and will undoubtedly offer 

ascent to new hypothetical improvements. The statistical methods face challenging tasks when dealing with such high‐dimensional 

data. In any case, a significant part of the information is profoundly redundant furthermore, can be productively conveyed down 

to a much littler number of variables without a noteworthy loss of data. The mathematic strategies making conceivable this 

lessening are called dimensionality reduction; they have generally been produced by fields such as Statistics or Machine Learning. 

In this survey we order the plenty of dimension reduction systems accessible and give the numerical knowledge behind them.   

Keywords: Dimension reduction, Data mining, machine learning, auto associative neural network 

________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

To interpret the data covered up in multidimensional data can be considered as trying furthermore, confused assignment. 

Ordinarily, dimension reduction or data compression is considered as the initial step to data analysis and investigation of 

multidimensional data. Statically and machine learning strategies confront a considerable issue when managing such high‐
dimensional data, and typically the quantity of data variables is decreased before an data mining algorithm can be effectively 

applied. The dimensionality reduction can be made in two unique courses: by just keeping the most relevant variables from the 

original dataset (this procedure is called feature selection) or by abusing the redundancy of the dataset and by finding a more 

diminutive course of action of new variables, each being a blend of the information variables, containing essentially the same data 

as the information variables (this system is called dimensionality reduction). 

A standout amongst the most broadly utilized dimensionality reduction methods, Principal Component Analysis (PCA), goes 

back to Karl Pearson in 1901 [1]. The key thought is to discover a new arrange framework in which the information can be 

communicated with numerous less variables without a critical error. This new premise can be global or local and can satisfy 

altogether different properties. The late explosion of information accessible together with the evermore intense computational 

assets have pulled in the consideration of numerous specialists in Statistics, Computer Science and Applied Mathematics who have 

added to an extensive variety of computational procedures managing the dimensionality reduction issue (for surveys see [3,2,4]). 

In numerical terms, the issue we research can be expressed as takes after: given the p-dimensional arbitrary variable x = 

(x1,...,xp)T , and a lower dimensional representation of it, s = (s1,...,sk)T with k<p, that catches the content in the original data, as 

per some basis. The segments of s are infrequently called the hidden components. Different fields use distinctive names for the p 

multivariate vectors:the term "variable" is mostly used in statistics, while "feature" and "attribute" are options normally utilized as 

a part of the computer science and machine learning literature. Throughout this paper, we accept that we have n perceptions, each 

being a realization of the p-dimensional random variable x = (x1,…,xp)T with mean E(x) = µ= (µ1,…, µp)T and covariance matrix 

E{(x -µ)(x -µ)T }= ∑p×p. We denote such an observation matrix by X={xi,j:1≤i≤p,1≤j≤n}. If µi and σi = ∑(i,i) denote the mean 

and the standard deviation of the ith random variable, separately, then we will frequently institutionalize the perceptions xi,j by (xi,j-

µi)/σi, where ^ µi = xi = 1/n


n

j

jxi

1

, and σi = 1/n 2),(

1

xijix
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We recognize two noteworthy sorts of dimension reduction strategies: linear and non-linear. Linear strategies result in each of 

the k≤p parts of the new variable being a linear mix of the original variables: 

Si = wi,1 x1+…wi,pxp, for i = 1,…,k, or   (1) 

s = Wx,                   (2) 

Where Wk,p is the linear transformation weight matrix. Expressing the same relationship as 

x = As;                   (3) 

with Ap×k, we note that the new variables s are also called the hidden or the latent variables. In terms of an n×p observation 

matrix X, we have 

Si,j = wiX1,j + …wi,p Xp,j ; for i = 1,…, k, and j = 1,…,n, (4) 

where j indicates the jth realization, or, equivalently, 
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Sk×n =Wk×pXp×n,    (5) 

Xp×n = Ap×kSk×n.   (6) 

Such linear techniques are simpler and easier to implement than more recent methods considering non-linear transforms.  

This study is sorted out as follows. Segments 3.A and 3.B review principal component analysis and factor analysis, respectively, 

the two most generally utilized Linear dimension reduction routines in light of second-order statistics. Many datasets of interest 

are not acknowledge from Gaussian distributions. For those cases, higher-order dimension reduction methods, utilizing data not 

contained as a part of the covariance matrix, are more appropriate. Such a linear higher-order method, projection pursuit is reviewed 

in Section 3.C. Section 3.D summarizes another higher-order linear method called independent component analysis. Non-linear 

PCA is reviewed in Section 3.E. It uses non-linear objective functions to decide the optional weights, yet the subsequent parts are 

still linear combinations of the original variables. Section 3.F explains the method of random projections. Section 3.G,3.H,3.I,3.K 

presents some extensions and non-linear dimension reduction techniques. Section 3.L presents Auto associative neural network. 

In this paper, we survey conventional and current state-of-art dimension reduction strategies distributed in the statistical, signal 

processing and machine learning literature.  

II. RELATED WORK 

Dimension reduction or attribute reduction of substantial data sets has dependably been a search area. From the perspective of 

classification, it is crucial to hold only those attributes that maximize the classification effectiveness. Data reduction handles not 

only decreasing the number of attributes but also but also reducing the instances as well. The major of data reduction relies on 

upon dimension reduction. Thus when the pre-processing is done for reducing attributes, the most important aspect is delivering 

the decrease with the same viability as the original data set. 

Patil and Sane [5] performed a relative study for effective classification after data reduction. This study examined in brief the 

strategies of reduction with performing a correlation of accuracy after dimension reduction. They utilized the weka mining 

instruments for applying built in filters and fuzzy rough methodology. The outcomes demonstrated that fuzzy rough feature 

selection enhances the accuracy of artificial neural system classifiers. 

Karegowda et al. [6] presented an examination between gain ratio and correlation feature selection. The study tended to the 

impact of those feature reduction methods for Pima Indian diabetic data set classification. The classification calculations utilized 

for testing are back propagation neural network and radial basis function network.   

Ali Anaissi[9] proposes a framework for very high dimensional data reduction based on three technologies: feature selection, 

linear dimensionality lessening and non-linear dimensionality lessening. Feature selection based on mutual information. A kernal 

linear dimensionality diminishment technique is too used to extract the latent variables from a high dimensional data set. In like 

manner, a non-linear dimensionality lessening based on local linear embedding is used to reduce the dimension and visualize the 

data.  

L. Mark J. Embrechts introduce Augmented Efficient BackProp as a strategy for applying the backpropagation algorithm to 

profound autoencoders, i.e., autoassociators with numerous hidden layers, without relying on a weight initialization using restricted 

Boltzmann machines. 

Ibrahim M. El-Hasnony[20] proposed a method of more than one feature reduction technique from more than one past study 

and hold a comparison among 5 data reduction techniques to provide general view about the viability of every procedure in 

improving the classification efficiency.  

Zalhan Mohd Zin[7] proposed AANNs for being used to perform compression, clustering and visualization of multidimensional 

data. They have been developed using high level coding languages, applied and analysed by processing it on multidimensional 

data of a well-known Iris flowers and Italian olive oils datasets. 

III. METHODS 

Various Data reduction methods has been used for data reduction in data mining. In order to ease the work of classifying the data 

methods of data reduction is followed. It reduces the dimension of data without any loss of relevant one. 

A. Principal Component Analysis: 

Principal component analysis (PCA) is the most productive, in the mean-square error sense, linear dimension reduction strategy 

[8]. Being set up on the co-variance grid of the variables, it is a second-order method. In various fields, it is otherwise called the 

singular value decomposition (SVD), the Karhunen-Loµeve transform, the Hotelling transform, and the empirical orthogonal 

function (EOF) method. Basically, PCA tries to reduce the dimension of the data by finding a couple of orthogonal linear 

combinations (the PCs) of the first variables with the biggest variance. The first PC, s1, is the linear combination with the biggest 

variance. We have s1 = xTw1, where the p-dimensional coefficient vector w1 = (w1,1…w1,p)T solves 

w1 = arg max||w=1||Var{ xT w}  (7) 

The second PC is the linear combination with the second largest variance and orthogonal to the first PC, etc. There is the same 

number of PCs as the number of the original variables. For many datasets, the initial a few PCs clarify the vast majority of the 

variance, so that the rest can be neglected with negligible loss of data. 

Since the variance relies on upon the size of the variables, it is customary to first standardize each variable to have mean zero 

and standard deviation one. After the institutionalization, the original variables with possibly different units of measurement are 

all in comparable units. Expecting an institutionalized data with the empirical covariance matrix  


pXp

 =1/n XXT    (8) 
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we can utilize the spectral decomposition hypothesis to compose ∑ as 

∑ = U∩UT      (9) 

where ∩= diag(ƛ1,…,ƛp) is the diagonal matrix of the ordered eigenvalues ƛ1 ≤….≤ƛp, and U is a p×p orthogonal matrix 

containing the eigenvectors. It can be shown [9] that the PCs are given by the p rows of the p×n matrix S, where 

S = UTX     (10) 

Comparing (10) to (5), we see that the weight matrix W is given by UT. It can be shown [9] that the subspace spanned by the 

first k eigenvectors has the smallest mean square deviation from X among all subspaces of dimension k. 

One more property of the eigenvalue decomposition is that is that the total variation is equal to the sum of the eigenvalues of the 

covariance matrix, 




p

i 1

Var(PCi)=


p

i 1

ƛi   = 


p

i 1

trace(∑)     (11) 

and that the fraction 




k

i 1

ƛi/ trace(∑)       (12) 

gives the cumulative proportion of the variance clarified by the main k PCs. By plotting the cumulative proportions in (12) as a 

function of k, one can choose the appropriate number of PCs to keep in order to explain a given percentage of the overall variation. 

Such plots are called scree graph plots in the statistical literature [14]. The number of PCs to keep can also be determined by first 

fixing a threshold ƛ0, then only keeping the eigenvectors such that their corresponding eigenvalues are greater than ƛ0. This latter 

method was found preferable in [15, 16], where the author also suggested keeping at least four variables. The interpretation of the 

PCs can be troublesome at times. Although they are uncorrelated variables constructed as linear combination of the first variables, 

and have some desirable properties, they do not necessarily correspond to meaningful physical quantities.  

An option approach to diminish the dimension of a dataset using PCA is suggested in [9]. Instead of using the PCs as the new 

variables, this technique utilizes the data in the PCs to find important variables in the original dataset. As some time recently, one 

first calculates the PCs, and then studies the scree plot to determine the number k of important variables to keep. Next, one considers 

the eigenvector comparing to the smallest eigenvalue (the least important PC), and tosses the variable that has the biggest (absolute 

value) coefficient in that vector. Then, one considers the eigenvector comparing to the second smallest eigenvalue, and tosses of 

the variable that has the largest (absolute value) coefficient to that eigenvector, among the variables not disposed of before. The 

procedure is repeated until only k variables remain. 

B. Factor Analysis: 

This area takes after [9]. Like PCA, factor analysis (FA) is also a linear method, based on the second-order data rundowns. Initially 

recommended by therapists, FA expect that the deliberate variables rely on upon a few unknowns and regularly unmeasurable, 

common factors. Regular illustrations incorporate variables defined as different test scores of people, in that capacity scores are 

thought to be identified with a common "intelligence" element. The objective of FA is to reveal such relations, and in this way can 

be utilized to lessen the dimension of datasets taking after the factor model. 

C. Projection Pursuits: 

Projection Pursuits (PP) is a linear technique that, dissimilar to PCA and FA, can consolidate higher than second-order data, and 

in this way is valuable for non-Gaussian datasets. It is more computationally escalated than second-order strategies. Given a 

projection list that defines the "interestingness" of a direction, PP searches for the direction that improves that index. As the 

Gaussian distribution is the slightest intriguing distribution (having the minimum structure), projection records for the most part 

measure some part of non-Gaussianity.. If, however, one uses the second-order maximum variance, shows that the projections be 

orthogonal, as the projection index, PP yields the familiar PCA. Writing the optimization criterion as yields the commonplace 

PCA. Composing the enhancement model as 

Q(x,w) = Var{xTw}          (13) 

The direction w1 of the first PC solves arg max ||w=1||Q(x,w), and the corresponding first PC is s1 = xTw1. 

A commonly utilized higher-order projection record depends on the negative Shannon entropy. Given the random variable x 

with probability distribution f, its negative entropy is characterized as 

Q(x) =  f(x)logf(x)d(x)    (14) 

Other projection indices incorporate indices in light of higher-order cumulants and on the Fisher data [3, 12]. Be that as it may, 

these measures rely on upon the obscure likelihood appropriation of xTw, which can be difficult to assess. Elective records in light 

of approximations and on different measures of non-normality have additionally been proposed in the literature [12] 

D. Independent Component Analysis: 

This section is based on [12], a recent survey on independent component analysis (ICA). ICA is a higher-order technique that looks 

for linear projections, not as a matter of course orthogonal to one another that are as about measurably autonomous as could be 

allowed. Statistical independence is a much more grounded condition than uncorrelatdness. While the last just includes the second-

order measurements, the previous relies on upon all the higher-order measurements. 
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E. Non-linear Principal Component Analysis: 

Non-straight PCA presents non-linearity in the goal function; however the subsequent segments are still linear combination of the 

original variables. This technique can likewise be considered as an exceptional instance of independent component analysis. As 

appeared in [25], there are distinctive definitions of the non-linear PCA 

A non-linear PCA criterion for the information vector x = (x1, xp) T looks for the components s=(s1,…,sp)T in the form of s =WTx 

by minimizing 

J(W) = E{||x-Wg(WT x)||2 }           (15) 

With respect to the p×p weight matrix W [25], where g(y) denotes the component-wise application of the non-linear function g() 

to the components of the vector y. Commonly used such non-linear functions are odd functions like g(y) = tanh(y) and g(y) = y3. 

The optimization can be carried out either by the stochastic gradient descent algorithm with the learning parameter c and the 

∆W update matrix of W below, 

∆W= c[x- Wg(WTx)]g(xTW)    (16) 

or by an approximate recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm [25]. The RLS method converges faster than the corresponding 

gradient descent method, has good ¯nal accuracy, in any case, marginally higher computational load.Before applying the 

algorithms, the data needs to be pre-whitened by v = Vx, where E{vvT }= I. By denoting 

y =WTv =WTVx = Bx      (17) 

the optimization in (51) can be written as 

∆W= c[v-Wg(y)]g(yT)      (18) 

where, after convergence, y contains the sought s vector. 

Assuming that the components of s all have variance equal to one, the final y estimates are standardized to have E{yyT } = I, 

resulting in the matrix W being orthogonal (E{yyT} = WTE{vvT }W = I). Under this condition, it can be appeared [25] that  

J(W) = E{||v- Wg(WT v)||2 }= E{||y -g(y)||2} =


p

i 1

 E{[yi -g(yi)]2}      (19) 

As indicated in Section 3.H, [22] proposed neural network architecture with non-linear activation functions in the hidden layers 

to assess non-linear PCAs. 

F. Random Projections: 

The strategy for random projections is a basic yet effective dimension method that uses arbitrary projection matrices to extend the 

information into lower dimensional spaces. The original information X ЄRp is changed to the lower dimensional SЄ Rk, with k<< 

p, by means of  

S = RX      (20) 

where the segments(columns) of Rare perceive of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) zero-mean normal variables, 

scaled to have unit length. The technique was proposed in the connection of clustering text documents, where the initial dimension 

p can be on the order of 6000, and the final dimension k is still generally large, on the order of 100. Under such circumstances, 

even PCA, the least complex option linear dimension reduction technique, can be computationally excessively costly. Random 

projections are connected as an information pre-handling step, then, the subsequent lower dimensional information is clustered. It 

has been indicated exactly that outcomes with the random projection technique are tantamount with results acquired with PCA, 

and take a small amount of the time PCA requires [23, 26]. To decrease the computational weight of the random projection system, 

at a slight misfortune in precision, the random normal projection matrices R might be supplanted by thresholding its qualities to - 

1 and +1, or by matrix whose rows have a fixed number of 1s (at random location) and the rest 0s[26] 

G. Topologically Continuous Maps: 

There are several methods based on finding a continuous map to transform a high-dimensional data into a lower-dimensional lattice 

(latent) space of fixed dimension [3]. Such techniques could be called self-organizing maps, but that name is most regularly 

connected with one specific such strategy, in particular, Kohonen's self-organizing maps. To avoid confusion, we follow the review 

[3], and refer to these methods collectively as methods that use topologically continuous maps. 

 Kohonen's self-Organizing Maps: 

Given the information vector {tn}N n=1ЄRD, Kohonen's self-organising maps (KSOM) [26] learn, in an unsupervised way, a map 

between the data space and a 2-dimensional lattice. The system can be reached out to L-dimensional topological arrangement too. 

Let dL and dD signify distance (regularly Euclidean) in the lattice and in the data space, separately, and in the data space, 

respectively, and define a neighborhood function hi,j on the lattice space,such that it is symmetric, has values in the [0,1] interval, 

hi,i = 1 for any node i in the lattice, and the further node j is from i in the lattice, the smaller hij is. The neighborhood of node i 

consists of the nodes for which hij greater than a threshold. Typical neighborhood function is hij = exp(-d2L(i; j)/2=σ2), where σ 

specifies the range of the neighborhood. 

Kohonen's rule utilizes an at first arbitrary set of reference vectors {µi}m i=1 in the information space Rp, then  

Upgrades them iteratively as per the data distribution such that the final reference vector will be dense in region of RD where the 

information is regular. Kohonen's rule iterates the following procedure over all the data points until convergence occurs. 

 For a given information tn,find the nearest vector µi¤ to it in the lattice space: 

i¤ = arg maxjЄlatticedD(µj,tn)          (21) 
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 Then, at iteration t and learning rate α(t)Є[0,1], update the reference vector by moving it a distance ρ = α(t)h(t) towards t: 

µi
new = µi

old + α(t)h(t)
i*i(tn- µi

old ) = (1-ρ) µi
old + ρtn (22) 

Although KSOMs are useful in many applications, they have a few downsides: there is no implicit criteria that they try to 

optimize, there are no rules to optimally select α(t) and h(t), and there is no verification that they merge in general. 

 Density networks 

Density networks [3] assume a probability distribution for the data given the parameters, as well as earlier distributions for the 

parameters, then apply Bayesian learning strategies to model the data in terms of latent variables.Generative topographic mapping 

(GTM) is an extraordinary density network based on constrained Gaussian mixtures that uses the expectation-maximization (EM) 

algorithm to assess the parameters by boosting the likelihood function. 

H. Neural Networks: 

Neural network (NNs) model the arrangement of output variables {yj}d j=1 in terms of the data variables x = {xi}p
i=1 as 

yj = yj(x,w),     (23) 

Where the fuction yj(x,w) indicate the system building design, and the weights w are determined via training(learning) the NN 

utilizing an set of known cases and an error function[2]. Numerous, customary and at that point some later,linear and non-

linear,dimension reduction methods can be actualized utilizing neural network with different architectures and learning algorithms 

[3] 

I. Vector Quantization: 

As explained in [27] introduced a hybrid non-linear dimension reduction technique based on combining vector quantization for for 

first clustering the information, then applying local PCA on the resulting Voronoi cell clusters. On the image data set used in [27], 

both non-linear techniques (vector quantization, VQ, and non-linear PCA using five layer neural network implementation, NLPCA) 

outflanked the linear PCA. Among the non-linear techniques, VQ achieved better results than NLPCA. 

J. Genetic and Evolutionary Algorithms: 

Genetic and evolutionary algorithms (GEAs) are streamlining(optimization) techniques based on Darwinian theory of evolution 

that utilize natural selection and genetics to ¯nd the best solution among members of a competing population. There are numerous 

references portraying how GEAs can be utilized as a part of dimension reduction. In embodiment, given a set of competitor 

solutions, an objective function to assess the fitness of candidates, and the qualities for the parameters of the picked calculation, 

GEAs look the competitor space for the part with the ideal fitness. For instance, [28] use GAs in mix with a k-closest neighbor 

(knn) classifier to diminish the measurement of a list of capabilities: beginning with a populace of irregular change frameworks 

{Wk×p} (i), they utilize GAs to find the change Wk×p such that the knn classifier utilizing the new highlights Sk×n = Wk×p Wp×n 

classifies the training data most accurately. 

K. Regression: 

Regression methods can be used for dimension reduction when the goal is to model a response variable y in terms of a set of xi 

variables. The regression function can be linear, or non-linear. Traditionally, the xi variables have been known as the independent, 

or logical variables in statistics, while y was the response, or the dependent variable. In this regression context , it is normally 

acknowledged that the axis were carefully selected, uncorrelated, and relevant to clarifying the variety in y. In current information 

mining applications, however, those assumptions rarely hold. Variable selection, or selection, or dimension reduction, is 

accordingly required for such cases. 

L. Auto Associative Neural Network: 

AANNs have frequently been viewed as a distinct option for PCA for unsupervised learning, clustering and outlier detection [19] 

[21]. As depicted in [22], it is moreover known as Non Linear Principal Component Analysis (NLPCA) or can be otherwise called 

Bottleneck Neural Systems (BNN) [35]. AANNs are feed forward network and are trained to map Approximations of input vectors 

to their corresponding outputs. As described in [31], they can be viewed as circuits of highly interconnected units with adjustable 

interconnection weights. They can also be considered as a particular class of neural networks in which the objective output patterns 

is indistinguishable to its input patterns. 

The structure of AANNs generally comprises of a few layers: input layer, map layer, bottleneck layer, de-map layer and output 

layer as shown in Figure 1. In this figure too, the structure has three nodes in input and output layers, five nodes in map and de-

map layers, and two nodes in bottleneck layer. This structure could also be seen as a combination of two distinctive networks, 

compression network and de-compression network, as stated in [17] [6] [31]. 

These two networks “join” in the middle at bottleneck layer. In compression network, the input is known but the output is not  

known while the opposite situation happens in de-compression network. During training of AANNs, the dataset is compressed to 

couple of potential variables, number of which relates to the number of nodes in the bottleneck layer. This number must be lesser 

than the number of nodes at input or output layers. Then the output of the bottleneck is decompressed at the de-mapping layer. 

Hence, the bottleneck outputs of AANNs represent a type of nonlinear principal components, which are as often as possible more 

applicable than PCA for analyzing nonlinear, real-world datasets. 
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Fig. 1: Structure of AANN comprises of 3 nodes at input and output layers, 5 nodes at map and de-map layers and 2 nodes at bottleneck layer. 

Assuming M(i,j) function for this operation at map 

layer, it can be defined as: 

M(i,j) =σ



nbmp

i 1




nbinput

j 1

xjw ji   (24) 

with nbmp and nbinput are number of nodes in map layer and input layer respectively. The same processes continue at 

bottleneck, de-map and output layers. The error signal at node m in output layer is calculated as following: 

em = y d,m  (p)-y m(p)   (25) 

where y d,m  (p) is the desired output of node m in output layer at iteration p. These errors are back-propagated from output layer 

back to input layer. The rule used to update weights between output layer and de-map layer is: 

wlm (p+1)= wlm (p)+ ∆wlm (p)          (26) 

where l represent the nodes at de-map layer and weight correction ∆wlm (p)=α×y l(p)×ρ l(p) where ρ l(p) was the gradient error 

at neuron m in the output layer at iteration p and α is the learning rate.Mean Square Error is calculated as follows- 

MSE=1/n 


nboutputnbinput

mi

,

1,1

(x i-x m)2
        (27) 

Process until a varied MSE value. Generally it is considered till the value of MSE value reaches lower than 0.001. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we depicted a few dimension reduction methods. Generally PCA is used for linear data reduction. Like PCA, factor 

analysis (FA) is likewise a linear technique, based on the second-order data rundowns. Projection Pursuits valuable for non-

Gaussian datasets. It is more computationally escalated than second-order strategies. Regression methods can be utilized for 

dimension reduction when the objective is to demonstrate a response variable y in terms of a set of xi variables However, the 

effectiveness of linear PCA technique is quite limited due to its inefficiently to deal with nonlinear correlated variables. For these 

problems, nonlinear dimension reduction or projection methods are used. AANN can also be used as a tool for data reduction along 

with finding the co-relation between the data. However, the memory capacity utilized to store these kind of multidimensional data 

files is very large. Compressing these files into lesser size can be very helpful. Converting the data values into binary codes by 

Huffman coding can be used to reduce the size of large data file. 
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